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CATALOGUE

yedla

Date

Size In Inches

1.

Acrylic

1967

56| x 56|

2.

Acrylic .md Bronze Powders

1968

61 x 61 shaped

3.

Acrylic and Bronze Powders

1963

60j x 6o£ shaped

4.

Acrylic and Bronze Powder

1963

67 x 91 pieced

5.

Acrylic ^nd

1968

62 x 45 3 (two)

ronze Powder

The works in this ;hesis sre untitled.
pointed on canvns stretched over wood.

All were

Dimensions of the

individual pieces are indicated with height followed by
width.
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MO'Stil

The house Image in my paintings grew froir a synth.sls
of two directions pursued In my earlier work.

i'he first

direction was a concern for the traditional landscape and
the second, the use of abstract/representational forrrs.
The synthesizing of directions b >ran In the early ironths
of 1967.
The house was chosen for sublet patter, not only
because of my latent architectural Interest but at the
ti"-e the city of Greensboro Instituted 8 city b^autlfic tlon prograjp.

This progr m called for the widening of

streets and eventual demolition of some old^r • nd quite
picturesque houses.
canvas.

I wanted to c pture these houses on

This was a Trost romantic notion, perhaps the last

since the series begr.n.

I called these paintings a series

because the original Idea proposed a set of four bouse
) intin^s, to be viewed together.

The primary intention

was the reduction of the house irage, through grndu-1
elimination of the tr dltional details associated with
the :.ouse (eg. windows, doors, building materials, etc.),
to its slrplest form yet still retain the irage.
After the completion of the first two paintings I
re-llzed the importance of the individual geometric forms.
The further subject matter was reduced, the more complicated
the forms' relr tionshlp to each other became.

It ^ctpe

Increasingly Important that -"ach form worlc in its

r 1-itionship to the other forms combined in the pointing.
Color also played an important part.

The series had begun

with a subtle, unobtrusive color (green), th« third pointing
initiated a change.

The cool gray-pink created an IB-

personal atmosphere, one which made the house image difficult
to id'.ntify with.
It was between the second and third paintings I
decided that through the use of the house Image various
experimental problems In paint, color, shapes, and techniques could be solved over an extended period, exhausting
as many possibilities as the hous-.; image would allow.

The

canvas stretchers were of ?." x 2" kiln dried fir with
either 3/4" or 1 1/1 fo" fir quarter round,
M re mltered.

ill corners

An emphasis was placed on craftsmanship.

The painted surface was created by various techniques.
11 areas were painted with a brush while the larg r
s were covered with a roller, at times an eleotrle
sprayer was used.

I rust point out that flat, even cov-

erage of the painted surface was a necessary part oi n
work.

All the canvas areas received at least two co.:

LS

of a gesso mixture which often was a highly polymerized
latex house paint.

Placement and final recognition of the

house image wac accomplished through the use of masking
tape placed on the canvas to provide a shrrp straight "dge
when painted.

In most cas-s the results wer* excellent.

All of the house paintings, with the exception Of four of

the five thesis pieces, were painted with a irr-tte LIQUIT.X
acrylic eirulsion paint.

The four thesis paintings (#2, 3,

k, and 5 in the catalogue) were painted with a combination
of U.S. BRONZE POWDERS and acrylic mediums, there was no
paint pigment used other than that of the rretalic powd-"s.
All iry paintings were what might be termed "minimal"
or "hard edge".

There were no curved lines in the house

paintings and all were printed to be viewed in s 130° semicircle.

This was accomplished by projecting the pointing

from, the wall, as little as two Inches and as much as five,
and carrying the painted surface around the -our sides of
the painting.

Perspective was used as a device or vehicle

to aid in the Juxaposltlon of geometric forms, enabling the
art object to be read as a house image.

The type of per-

spective used was not a logical corprehensive perspective
system, 'cut rather an arbitrary mixture of systems plus
the use of reverse perspective.

Post of the paintings were

designed to work within the square format, either a squ-re
canvas surface or the square r-presenting the negative
space, ss in the last four th?sis paintings.
The last four thesis paintings are the culmination of
a thought process pertaining to the house image.
shaped canvases.

All are

Two contain more than one unit, one con-

tains six seperate units bolted together.

All are painted

with U.S. BROHZE POWDERS and a blend of matte and gloss
mediums.

Only three of these four thesis pieces visually

retain the house Image.

The fin^l thesis pointing (#5

in the catalogue) no longer dr^ws a dependence upon the
visur-1 house iirage.

